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It's the end of the world and
I'm in my bathing suit
by Justin A. Reynolds
When the electricity goes out,
twelve-year-old Eddie and his
friends set out to investigate what is
going on when they make the
startling discovery.

Bad Kitty : Supercat
by Nick Bruel
Kitty's owners decide to have her go
on a play date. The play date takes a
turn when her friend Strange Kitty,
don their armor and become "Super
Cat and Captain FantasticCat!"

The tower of time
by Lincoln Peirce
Knight-in-training Max and her
band of loyal friends must unlock
the mystery of her past to find her
public enemy #1 before it's too late.
Max & the Midknights ; #3.

The Labyrinth of Doom
by Stuart Gibbs
Prince Ruprecht kidnaps Princess
Grace, and it's up to Tim and
Belinda to save her from the scariest
maze in all the world before time
runs out. Once upon a Tim ; Book #2.

Cat crew
by Chris Grabenstein
While working on a new show
called Cat Crew, Fred discovers his
feline stars are being controlled by
an evil trainer and enlists the Dog
Squad to help him dig up the truth
to save the day. Dog Squad : #2

The superteacher project
by Gordon Korman
Determined to teach their new
teacher who's boss, Oliver Zhan and
his best friend Nathan realize that
Mr. Aidact is not what they
expected.

The Tyrell show
by Miles Grose
Tyrell is finishing out his final year
at Marcus Garvey Elementary. The
Tyrell Show is going on the road to
visit Boogie in the Wild West. The
Tyrell show ; Season 2.

The new switcheroo
by Brandon T. Snider
While planning his best friend
Pearl's campaign for class president,
sixth grade inventor Rube is
embroiled in a new mystery and has
to solve the case. Rube Goldberg and
his amazing machines ; #2.

Sydney & Taylor and the
great friend expedition
by Jacqueline Davies
Best friends Taylor the hedgehog
and Sydney the skunk embark on
an adventure to make new friends.
Sydney & Taylor ; #3

Izzy's tail of trouble
by Caroline Adderson
When her adorable little puppy
turns into a troublesome
dog, Isabel wonders if there is a
cure for this out-of-control canine.
Izzy ; #2
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Super troop
by Bruce Hale
Cooper just wants to spend the
summer before 7th grade drawing
and having adventures with his best
friend, Nacho. But when one of his
adventures with Nacho goes too far,
Cooper's parents freak out.

Epic hero flop
by Zanib Mian
When Omar takes the blame for a
few small things to keep his friends
out of trouble, he feels great--until
something big happens and
everyone thinks Omar did it. Planet
Omar ; #4.

Surely surely Marisol
Rainey
by Erin Entrada Kelly
Marisol Rainey and her best friend
Jada turn to Marisol's big brother,
Oz, for help when kickball becomes
their nightmare. Maybe Marisol ; #2

Revenge of the beast
by Jack Meggitt-Phillips
Bethany and Ebenezer are
determined to de-beast their lives
and do good, but their plan goes
hilariously awry when they realize
they don't know what good people
do. Beast & Bethany ; #2.

Iggy the legend
by Annie Barrows
Tired of grown-ups always
changing the rules, Iggy gets in
trouble for something he didn't
even know he couldn't do
something legendary. Iggy ; #4

Super Dweeb v. Doctor
Eraser-Butt
by Jess Bradley
Thanks to his awesome atomic
pencil, Andy is far from an
ordinary dweeb. He has to confront
a sinister super scientist called Dr.
Eraser-Butt. Super Dweeb ; #2.

Wednesday Wilson fixes all
your problems
by Bree Galbraith
Girl entrepreneur Wednesday
Wilson thinks she's struck a
goldmine after giving her brother a
"worry" marble to calm his nerves.
Wednesday Wilson ; #2

Just dance
by Sarah Mlynowski
When the magic mirror sends Abby
and Jonah into the story of The
Twelve Dancing Princesses,, they
follow the twelve sisters to the
underground Dance Resistance
Party. Whatever after ; #15

The Bad Guys in The
others?!
by Aaron Blabey
A lot of the stuff we said on the back
of the last book was NOT TRUE. We
now admit that The Bad Guys is
WEIRD. We also admit that it

features ALL the weird stuff we said it didn't. PLUS
there's now a whole bunch of even weirder stuff.
Bad Guys ; #16

DJ Funkyfoot : the show
must go oink
by Tom Angleberger
DJ Funkyfoot is a chihuahua DJ
who is happy to become a butler
for fancy opera star Wolfgoose
Pigwig. Flytrap files ; #3

Marcus makes it big
by Kevin Hart
Marcus is invited to The Helen
Show thinking he'll be back on top,
but a few issues stand in his way.
Marcus ; #2

Tales from the treehouse
by Andy Griffiths
A hilarious book of 13 standalone
stories to complement their
beloved chapter book series.
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